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1. Best Practice Study Tours 

Factory tours provide manufacturers with a unique 

opportunity to learn from other production environments 

and offer insight into improvement opportunities within 

their own factories. To date, two best practice study tours 

have been conducted in KZN and the Western Cape.  

Best Practice Study Tour: KZN 

On the 2nd and 3rd of August, the Cape Clothing and 

Textiles Cluster visited three manufacturing firms in Kwa-

Zulu Natal from the automotive (Hesto Harnesses), textile 

(Gelvenor Textiles) and clothing industries (Sentinel 

Workwear).  

Day 1:  

Hesto Harnesses produce highly sophisticated wiring 

harnesses for the automotive industry, widely known for 

their world class delivery performance. Here attendees 

observed the rigorous training programme and incredible 

leadership structure instituted by Hesto, which ensures 

that their operational teams uphold the highest quality 

standards.   

Gelvenor Textiles are a producer of technical textiles, 

pioneering the production of aeronautical fabrics in Africa 

and are the global leaders in parachute fabrics. Gelvenor 

presented on the shift within their business from 

commodity items to highly sophisticated, innovation 

driven products, as well as the change management 

process undertaken to manage this shift in their business. 

Day 2: 

The tour concluded with a half day workshop on 

implementing TAKT Time hosted at Sentinel Workwear 

(located in Hammarsdale). TAKT Time is the process of 

setting an average rate of production equal to that of 

customer demand. This workshop provided attendees a 
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conceptual and practical understanding of achieving Just 

in Time (JIT) principles, observed at each host firm 

throughout the tour. TAKT time is one of the key 

measures which can assist firms in achieving improved JIT 

in their operation, helping firms to create an even flow of 

inventory throughout their operations, while factoring in 

all other areas of complexity inherent in any production 

system.  

Sentinel Workwear are manufacturers and suppliers of 

SABS approved overalls, conti suits and boiler suits. As 

active members of the KZN CTC, Sentinel Workwear are 

committed to driving a culture of continuous 

improvement at all levels in the organisation, with a key 

focus on improved flow (pull) throughout their operations.  

Best Practice Study Tour: Western Cape 

CCTC members were provided the opportunity to attend 

a best practice study tour with the South African 

Automobile Benchmarking Club (SAABC) in the Western 

Cape.  

The study tour attendees visited two vastly different 

automotive plants in Atlantis to observe how these firms 

build quality into their daily processes, ensuring delivery 

of only the best products to their customers.  

The host firms were Atlantis Foundries and TRW 

Occupant Constraints. Respectively, they produce iron 

castings for engine blocks, safety belts and airbags. 

Despite the firms manufacturing an entirely different 

product from that of the CCTC members, there were 

many examples of TQM that could be applied in a CTFL 

environment. Important learnings included: daily de-brief 

sessions and regular problem-solving sessions which have 

created a quality-centric culture in the businesses; and 

both firms have actively empowered the shop-floor 

operators to be responsible for their own quality before 

allowing product to pass to the next stage of production.  

 

2. WCM and Innovation Workshop Series  

A series of WCM and innovation workshops have been 

developed for delivery to CCTC member firms over the 

year. The content for each workshop has been derived 

from research into international best practice, local firm-

level benchmarking, and gaps in knowledge and 

awareness as expressed by industry. To date four 

successful workshops focusing on TQM, JIT, Problem 

Solving and Theory of Constraints have been delivered.  

TQM Workshop 

The first workshop, hosted on the 15th of August 2017 and 

presented by Kelley Rowe (B&M Analysts), focused on 

TQM. It covered topics ranging from the latest economic 

factors and retail trends affecting manufacturers in the 

Clothing, Textile, Footwear and Leather (CTFL) industry, 

to the Key Lean concepts to achieving TQM across the 

supply chain.  
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This session provided key insights into shop-floor 

application of Visual Performance Management (VPM), 

Poke Yoke and Jidoka WCM principles. The workshop 

concluded with a best practise factory tour of one of the 

leading firms in TQM in the clothing industry, K-Way 

Manufacturing, which provided attendees first-hand 

experience on the key successes (and challenges) in the 

implementation of Lean principles, such as TQM, covered 

in the theoretical part of the workshop.  

JIT Workshop 

The second workshop focused on Just in Time (JIT) 

Inventory Management and took place on the 16th of 

August 2017. Facilitated by expert lean consultant Nils 

Wikström the workshop focused on: 1.) the cost of 

inventory holding; 2.) Different production system layouts 

and process flow controls; and 3.) Addressed pertinent 

areas of consideration in the implementation of improved 

inventory flow and the elimination of waste.  

Hosted at Senior Flexonics, attendees were taken on a 

Best Practise Factory tour of the firm which exhibited 

practical Kanban and VPM systems. This provided 

attendees first-hand experience on the shop floor 

application of the JIT principles covered in the workshop.  

Senior Flexonics specialise in high-technology 

components 

and systems 

for original 

equipment 

producers in 

the 

aerospace, 

defense, land 

vehicle and 

energy markets, suppling both the local and global 

market.  
 

Continuous Improvement: Problem-Solving Circles 

Workshop 

Developing employees’ ability to identify opportunities 

for improvement, brainstorm solutions to these 

challenges, and implement countermeasures is vital for 

firms to embed a culture of Continuous Improvement 

within their organisations. The Problem-Solving Circles 

Workshop, hosted at PepClo on the 5th, 6th and 19th of 

September, focused on equipping participants with the 

necessary tools to perform these important tasks.  

Problem-Solving Circles is a methodology used 

extensively in the automotive industry, which focuses on 

solving problems as a team on the shopfloor. Lorraine 

Jannack has successfully implemented Problem-Solving 

Circles across multiple industries and large corporations, 

including Toyota, where she worked for 11 years and held 

the position of Lead Auditor in their quality department. 

As the facilitator for this workshop, she brought a wealth 

of experience to the 3-day training session.  

Day 1: Focused on providing attendees with an in-depth 

understanding on the best approach and tools to problem 

solving on the shopfloor.   

Day 2: In order to embed the discussions and key points 

discussed during day 1, attendees took part in an 

interactive ‘Helicopter exercise’. In groups, the attendees 

were required to make a paper helicopter and were judged 

by how long their helicopter could remain in the air. With 

great excitement, the teams had to identify and unpack 

the challenges affecting the flight performance of their 

helicopter. Each team needed to brainstorm solutions to 

these problems before presenting their findings to the 

broader group. This teamed approach allowed for certain 

teams to double their flying time by using the problem-

solving techniques introduced in this training workshop.  

At the end of day 2, each firm selected a pertinent 

challenge that they were currently experiencing. 

Examples 

include: high 

levels of 

absenteeism, 

sub-par quality 

conformance 

and poor 

housekeeping 

on the factory 

floor. Over a two-week period, using the A0 (poster size) 

problem-solving template, attendees from their 

respective firms were required to address their issue using 

the methodologies introduced to them during day 1 and 

2.   
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Day 3: Each firm presented their key findings and 

outcomes of changes introduced in addressing their 

challenges set out during day 2. Overall firms reported 

extremely positive results in the final session, where many 

participating firms had already begun implementing new 

processes and policies to address key challenges in their 

businesses. 

Attendees should now be able to take these tools to their 

work environments, share these learnings in their 

organisations, with the intention of starting their own 

Problem-Solving Circles sessions going forward.  

Theory of Constraints: Using Throughout to Drive 

Profitability  

The Theory of Constraints (TOC) is a business 

management methodology that prioritises improving a 

business’s throughput as a means of driving profitability. 

TOC challenges the notion that maximising local 

efficiencies within a business will lead to elevated levels of 

performance. Performance should not be measured by 

total output but by how efficiently the business can 

generate profit within their business. TOC focusses on 

improving the 

manner in 

which profit 

flows through 

the business. 

Identifying 

and 

maximising 

constraints 

that prevent an even flow is a key objective of TOC.  

With over thirty years of experience implementing TOC in 

businesses across multiple sectors, Konrad Bartel, from 

OpsLogik, provided attendees with a comprehensive 

introduction to TOC. Maarten de Pater, Operations 

Manager of Biodelta, a pharmaceuticals manufacturer 

based in Franschoek, also addressed the Cluster on how 

implementing TOC has improved their business. This 

workshop included a tour of BioDelta’s production facility 

to observe the changes that have taken place at the 

factory first hand. 

In order to demonstrate the role that throughput plays in 

improving production performance, participants took 

part in a practical demonstration of TOC methodology 

known as “The Dice Game”. The theoretical introduction, 

as well as the practical demonstration that delegates were 

exposed to, should enable delegates to apply these 

principles in their own factories.  

 

3. Export Promotion Launch Workshop 

We are delighted to announce that the CCTC has secured 

funding to roll out an Export Promotion Programme over 

the next 2-3 years. Aside from the obvious benefit of 

increasing sales, gaining access to export markets may 

help to level out highly seasonal domestic demand (if 

exporting to the Northern Hemisphere) and serve as a 

powerful driving force to upgrade competitiveness in line 

with international best practices. 

The first step to this Programme was its launch, on the 1st 

of September 2017. The launch provided CCTC members 

with a platform to engage with firms that are already 

involved in exporting their products to the EU and the rest 

of Africa and as such, facilitated the sharing of key 

learnings.   

More importantly, this engagement enabled CCTC firms 

aspiring to export their output to detail their requirements 

from the Programme. Equipped with the range of 

member needs for export support, the CCTC, in 

collaboration with the KZN CCTC, are in the process of 

scoping out the Export Promotion Programme.  
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Each year, the KZN CTC conducts an analysis of the performance and strategic direction of South African fashion retailers 

and their international counterparts.  This article is a summary of this analysis.   

In the first section of the report, we present the current strategies of retailers’ culminating in analysis of how priorities differ 

for South African and international retailers.  Our findings are that South African and International Retailers share some 

strategic focus areas, but there seems to be more sophistication in the strategies of international retailers – specifically as 

they relate to the interface between online and store shopping, point of sales data analysis, supply chain visibility and raw 

material technology. 

Thereafter we compare retailer local and international financial and operational performance in terms of sales growth, 

GMROII, profitability and inventory turns.  As has been shown before, the link between GMROII and sales growth remains 

strong.  The growth of many international retailers is erratic, but remains consistent for H&M and Inditex.  In South Africa, 

most growth has been driven by international acquisition.   

All data in this report is extracted from the annual financial statements and reports of retailers.  Since retailer financial year 

ends vary, only some 2016 financial year end data was available at the time that this report was generated. 

South African and International Retailer Strategies 

In the following tables, the principle strategies of foreign and South African retailers are summarized along with the rationale 

and activities related to strategic focus areas.  

 

2017 Retailer 
Report 
by Shaun Gannon 
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If one looks at international retailers (specifically US and EU based), there is a strong focus on integrating the store and 

online experience.  “Retailtainment” is the catch phrase used to describe this interface.  Advanced analytics are key to 

maintaining market share and supply chain traceability is critical in maintaining reliable supply through compliant producers.  

There is also a focus on innovative material development and environmental sustainability. 

In South Africa, rewards programmes, credit offering and in-store services are seen as key growth drivers in a price sensitive 

market. Vertical integration is seen as a mechanism to increase supply chain visibility and product traceability.   

South African and international retailers share the objectives of increasing omni-channel sales and developing numerous 

internal brands.  Consumer data is seen as a mechanism to unlock growth.  All retailers are focusing on sustainable sourcing 

and centralized logistics.  
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Sales v GMROII performance  

As has been noted previously, the correlation between Gross Margin Return on Inventory Investment (GMROII) and annual 

sales growth continues to be strong for international retailers.  Inditex and H&M continue to be the strongest performers in 

terms of Sales Growth and both have comparatively strong GMROIIs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Only for M&S, Stage Store and Columbia Sportswear is there a weak correlation between GMROII and sales growth.  M&S 

performs well in terms of GMROII, but average sales growth is low.  This would indicate that, whilst M&S responds well to 

customer demand, they are not growing market share through this strategy.  Stage Store’s average GMROII is comparatively 

low – largely as a result of the firm’s broad product mix, which includes homeware and other hard lines where stock turn 

tends to be lower.  Columbia Sportswear performs well in terms of sales growth off of a low GMROII.  

 As with international retailers, the correlation between GMROII and sales growth is strong for South African retailers and 

particularly notable for Woolworths and Mr Price.  As with Stage Stores, TFG performs well on sales growth, but GMROII is 

low because of the comparative dominance of jewellery and other hard lines in their product mix.   
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Sales Growth Trends 

Year-on-year annual 

sales growth amongst 

international retailers 

has been poor.  Only 

H&M and Inditex have 

consistently grown since 

2012.  ASOS, an online 

retailer, experienced 

radical growth in the 

early years of operation.  

This growth is stabilizing, 

but remains high and 

points to the rising 

appeal of online 

shopping.  Early GMROII 

data would tend to 

indicate that ASOS is not 

basing its growth of 

quick response to 

consumer markets.   

 

In South Africa, year on 

year retail growth has 

been relatively flat with 

major spikes being the 

result of international 

acquisitions.  Only for 

Woolworth does there 

appear to be some 

consistency in year on 

year sales growth 

improvements – despite 

two significant spikes. 
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Inventory Turns 

Inventory Turn trends 

paint an interesting 

picture.  Whilst 

international retailers 

maintain relatively 

consistent inventory 

turns because of careful 

management of 

product supply relative 

to demand, South 

African retailer 

inventory turns are 

almost, universally 

declining.  This would 

tend to indicate that 

stock is being pushed 

into stores, with lower 

and lower returns.   
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October 

WCM Workshop Series Round 2: Total 

Quality Management (TQM) and Just 

In Time (JIT)  

Due to popular demand, we will be 

delivering Best Practice TQM and JIT 

Workshops for the second time. Day 1 of 

the workshop will provide an in-depth 

understanding of Kanban control 

systems and their application for JIT 

inventory management.  Day 2 of the 

workshop will focus on TQM, a 

methodology that seeks to continuously 

improve the quality of a firm's products, 

services and/or processes in order to 

meet customer needs. 

 

Facilitator: BMA 

Audience: Senior management 
 

 
Fabric Sourcing Workshop  

In a competitive market, sourcing quality 

fabric at a fair price is key to firm 

performance. This workshop outlines the 

DO’s and DON’Ts of fabric sourcing. 

 

Facilitator: Dave Mason 

Audience: Senior/middle management 

 

 
Fabric Understanding Workshop 

This two-day intensive workshop is 

aimed at providing clothing 

manufacturers with a deeper 

understanding of fabric from a technical 

perspective. Attendees will be 

introduced to the basics of fabric types,  

finishes and how to apply this 

knowledge, enabling them to make 

better fabric management decisions. 

 

Facilitator: Penny Olivier 

Audience: Middle management 

 

 
Best Practice Local Study Tour – Cape 

Town 

In the true spirit of clustering, this tour 
takes members to a selection of locally-
based firms that are currently 
progressing along their own Lean 
journey. The Japanese use the phrase 
Genchi Genbutsu meaning “go and see 
for yourself”. 
 
The final Best Practice Study Tour for 
2017 will be taking CCTC attendees to 
ACA Threads. Here attendees will be 
taken through an exceptional built-in 
quality process and measurement 
system from an ACA perspective.  
 

Facilitator: BMA 

Audience: Senior management 
 

 

NOVEMBER 

Data Management Workshop  

As the saying goes, “you can’t manage 

what you don’t measure”. This workshop 

discusses the role of data in managing 

performance and how to improve 

performance measurement in the CTFL 

industry. 

 

Facilitator: Nils Wikström 

Audience: Senior/middle management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Absenteeism Management Workshop 

CTFL firms based in the Western Cape 

have traditionally incurred high 

absenteeism rates, which undermine 

efforts to boost productivity and 

implement Lean improvements. This 

workshop, therefore, aims to provide key 

insights into best practice strategies 

employed to boost attendance and 

increase productivity. 

K-Way Manufacturing has some of the 

lowest absenteeism rates in the Western 

Cape and to provide key insight, K-Way 

Manufacturing’ General Manager, Bobby 

Fairlamb, will be delivering this 

workshop.  

 

Facilitator: Bobby Fairlamb 

Audience: Senior management  
 

Upcoming 
Events 

WANT TO BECOME A 
MEMBER? 

We welcome membership enquiries 
from clothing and textile 

manufacturing companies and 
clothing retailers with operations in 
the Western Cape, as well as local 

non-clothing manufacturing 
companies that can identify with 

and are aligned with the objectives 
of the CCTC. 

 

Please contact us at:  

Tel: +27 (0) 21 552 0240 
Email: cctc@bmanalysts.com 

Our offices are located at:  
Ground Floor, Collingwood Building, Black 
River Park 
2 Fir Street, Observatory 
Cape Town 
7925 
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